(EN) UV PASSWORD

(EN) PASSWORD - CHANGE

(EN) PASSWORD - RECOVERY
- (EN) PASSWORD - Alternative media recovery procedure
- (EN) PASSWORD - Automatic recovery procedure
- (EN) PASSWORD - Enter alternative data for verification.

(EN) PASSWORD - EXPIRATION AND BLOCKING
- (EN) PASSWORD - Change by blocking.
- (EN) PASSWORD - Change by expiration notice.

(EN) PASSWORD - RECOMMENDATIONS

All the operations on our user account at the Universitat de València are managed from our account server (https://cuentas.uv.es).

We can perform operations on our identity in the UV, manage our email, working groups, disk and web spaces, blogs, options applicable to the UVapp mobile application, etc. In the case that concerns us, these aids are directed to the operations of managing our password, changes, recovery before forgetting, introduction of alternative contact data for recovery.